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see you at the tourist information centre,
just around the corner

Welcome to the capital of the Slovenian Alps

At the old town house on the main square (Glavni trg), we are full of ideas about how to explore
the town and its surroundings or which evening event to visit. We are happy to help you rent a

A

bike, book a guided city tour, choose your favourite souvenirs or surf online.

to u r ist i n f o r m at i o n c e n t r e

–

KRANJSKA GORA
BLED

kranj house

RADOVLJICA

Glavni Trg 2, Kranj

KRANJ

+386 (0)4 238 04 50

o p e n h o u rs

phone

mon - sat

email

8 a.m. - 7 p.m.

w e bs i t e

sun & festive days

fac e b o o k

@visitkranj

9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

i nstag r a m

@visitkranj

KAMNIK

info@visitkranj.com

AIRPORT JP LJUBLJANA

ŠKOFJA LOKA

www.visitkranj.com
I

LJUBLJANA

The prices of tourist packages, listed in the brochure, are for informational purposes only. The
Tourist and Culture Board Kranj (Zavod za turizem in kulturo Kranj) reserves the right to make

POSTOJNA

changes. Associates of the Tourist and Culture Board Kranj will be happy to take care of your
well-being while with us.
Tomaž Štefe, MBA / Director / tomaz.stefe@visitkranj.si
PIRAN

For organisation of tours and trips, reservations in advance are required. Please contact:

CRO

Kristina Sever

Manca Strugar

Head of Tourism Department

Head of Marketing

kristina.sever@visitkranj.si

manca.strugar@visitkranj.si

+386 (0) 30 707 991

+386 (0) 30 707 992

Informants at Kranj House: info@visitkranj.si / +386 (0) 40 664 015

Distances to other popular Slovenian towns
škofja loka

10 km

ljubljana

30 km

radovljica

20 km

kranjska gora

55 km

kamnik

25 km

postojna

75 km

bled

30 km

piran

145 km

AC C O M M O DAT I O N

Kranj, just around the corner

Hotel Actum ****

Guesthouse Aleš ***

Hotel Azul ***

Guesthouse Arvaj ***

As the capital of the Slovenian Alps, Kranj is the centre for winter and summer

Hotel Bellevue ***

Apartments Boltez ***

activities. It is the nearest city to the capital (Ljubljana) and easily accessible from

Hotel Creina ***

Bed & Breakfast Dežman ***

all parts of Slovenia. Its charming historic centre welcomes you in all seasons to

Hotel Brdo ****

Homestay Sreš ***

discover the secrets of the town and the countryside surrounding it.

Hostel Cukrarna

Bed & Breakfast Valjavec ***

Hostel Dijaški in študentski dom Kranj

Farmstead Markun

Layer House ***

Farmstead Na Poljani

56000

15 minutes

385 m

population

to the foothills of

above sea level

the nearest 2000 m peak

Overnight capacity: 917 beds

1 out of 2

1527

6000 years

canyons below

the year when the town's

age of the oldest

the town in europe

oldest house was built

archaeological find

Find out more on accommodation: www.visitkranj.com/accommodation
Galleries and museums are open daily except Mondays. Some galleries,
shops and restaurants are closed on Sundays and public holidays:
published by Kranj Tourist Board, on his behalf Director Tomaž Štefe, MBA creative concept and graphic design Nea Culpa Tourism Marketing
photographs Archives of Kranj Tourist Board, Slovenian Tourist Board print Tiskarna Jagraf d.o.o. maj 2017
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1 January / 1 May / 25 June / 31 October / 1 November / 25 December.
3

Kranj as a must-see experience
on a tour around Slovenia

Kranj is an excellent starting point
for discovering Slovenia

In whichever direction you travel, Kranj as the centre of the mountainous and

Your guests will best get to know the cultural heart of Slovenia, as Kranj is called by its

green Gorenjska region is always nearby. By motorway and railway, it is

greatest enthusiasts, if it is the starting point from which they discover Slovenia. From

connected to Slovenian regions and neighbouring countries, and there are good

the centre of this historic town it takes just a moment to be in the countryside or at

air connections to other parts of Europe and the world. Let your guests get to know

the country’s alpine skiing centres. Active families are recommended to go on cycling

Kranj individually or in groups, on a short trip or on a full-day journey. This

tours and discover the Gorenjska region in five days. Highly renowned Slovenian

charming town, rich with architectural treats that flirt with Slovenia’s highest

mountaineers will lead you along the paths taken by exceptional alpinists. With its

mountain peaks, should definitely be a part of your programme.

colourful experience of culture and nature, Kranj is ideal for discovering Slovenia.

5 reasons why

5 reasons why

1. This is the third largest Slovenian

3. Its rich history and the friendly

1. Kranj is near to all the most

3. Boutique accommodation and

city where true Alpine hospitality

atmosphere will be a magnet for

attractive Slovenian sights. There

hotels are well known for their per-

can be felt.

lovers of photogenic places.

are comfortable connections in

sonal touch and Alpine hospitality.

all directions right from the town
2. Prestigious archaeological finds

4. Pristine nature is just a step away

centre. The journey to Ljubljana

in the museum are from the

from the town, with plenty of

or to Bled takes only 30 minutes.

Slavic era (6 century AD), while

opportunities for short trips.

th

4. Guests like to return to the charming town centre to shop for unique
products or to spend their evenings

2. Small or large groups can stay in

on the streets the atmosphere of
a medieval town can still be felt.

5. This is where some of the most

hotels at more preferential prices

famous Slovenian dishes come

than in the other larger Slovenian

from: Carniolan sausage and

tourist resorts.

at cultural and artistic events.
5. The tastes of Kranj invite you
to typical cafés, taverns and

Carniolan štruklji.

restaurants.

recommended time for including kranj in your itinerary

recommended seasons to discover slovenia out of kranj

morning and late afternoon

February (the month dedicated to the greatest Slovenian poet, France Prešeren,
and to the carnival), from May to September there are many events and open-air
festivals, in October and November things start to happen in the mysterious tunnels
beneath the old town centre, while in December the town boosts with festivities.

4

5

for individual guests or groups

for individual guests or groups
2–7
HOURS

1

KRANJ AT A GLANCE
A treat or the climax of your journey around Slovenia
Welcome to Kranj, the cultural heart of Slovenia. What the city and its
surroundings have to offer can easily be adjusted to the needs of your guests, so
that they can enjoy the pulsating life of the ancient town centre, experience its
cultural sites or its natural beauties.

duration

main themes

UP TO A DAY

CULTURE AND NATURE

VIBRANT LIFE OF THE HISTORIC TOWN
Guided tour of Kranj on the Architecture Walk
duration

organized

2 HOURS

ON DEMAND

main themes

price

CULTURE, ARCHITECTURE
AND ART

4,50 € / PERSON (min. 15 people)

The centre of Kranj is one of the most charming ones in Slovenia. Townspeople's
houses that were built centuries ago are real eye-catchers, as are the masterpieces of
great Slovenian architects like Plečnik and Vurnik. Modernist buildings by Ravnikar
are an interesting contrast, watching over the old town at its edges.
A LS O R E C O M M E N D E D

Fine cup of coffee with a view of the town at the Panorama Stara pošta.

2
A CITY IN THE HE ART OF NATURE
Guided circular path up and down the Kokra River canyon
duration

organized

1 HOUR

ON DEMAND

main themes

price

NATURE IN THE CITY

3 € / PERSON (min. 15 people)

A very special feature of Kranj is the 30-metre-deep canyon of the Kokra River,
above which the town rises. The ancient town centre is embraced by the wide River
Sava from one side and from the other side by the wild River Kokra, which is only a
moment away from the Main Square. There is a path along the river at the bottom
of the canyon, where visitors can absorb the energy of nature in the midst of a city.
A LS O R E C O M M E N D E D

The best burgers in Kranj on the strand in the middle of the Sava River.

6

7

for individual guests or groups

for individual guests or groups

3

5

TUNNELS BENE ATH THE OLD KRANJ

FORESTS AND VILL AGES OF GORENJSK A BY BIKE

Guided tour along the Underground Path through the Tunnels beneath the old town

Cycling trip along the Path of the Outlaws

duration

organized

duration

season

organized

1 HOUR

ON DEMAND

4 HOURS

MAJ – OCTOBER

ON DEMAND

main themes

price

main themes

requirements

price

UNDERGROUND AND
YET UNDISCOVERED HISTORY

3 € / PERSON (min 15 people)

NATURE, TRADITION
AND RECREATION

TREKKING OR MOUNTAIN BIKE
AND EQUIPMENT

44 – 104 € / PERSON
depending on nr. of pax
75 € (2-3), 44 € (4-8)

It is an underground secret of Kranj that there are 1300-metre-long tunnels below the

This recreational cycling tour takes us through idyllic villages and the Udin Boršt park.

old district. Its underground is full of stories from the time when it was still a bunker

The extensive forest area once served as an ideal hiding place. It tells adventurous

and today it is gaining new contents through various events.

stories of bandits called Rokovnjači in the 19th century and of the freedom fighters.

A LS O R E C O M M E N D E D

A LS O R E C O M M E N D E D

Banquet with Carniolan sausage and beer with live music in the tunnels.

A game delicacy in the Pr’Matičku tavern

4

6

LIFE OF THE OLD TOWN CENTRE

AMONG THE FARMS OF GORENJSK A BY BIKE

Individual tour of the Museum Path of the Regional Museum of Gorenjska

Cycling trip along the Thieves' Path

duration

organized

duration

season

organized

UP TO 7 HOURS

ON DEMAND

3 HOURS

MAY – OCTOBER

ON DEMAND

main themes

price

main themes

requirements

price

CULTURE, ARCHITECTURE
AND ART

8 € / PERSON
(no limit as to the nr. of pax)

NATURE, TRADITION
AND RECREATION

TREKKING OR MOUNTAIN BIKE
AND EQUIPMENT

32 – 85 € / PERSON
depending on nr. of pax
44 € (2-3), 32 € (4-8)

A walk through the history of Slovenia in Kranj! The medieval townspeople, the

On this three-hour cycling tour, it is hard to say what is more beautiful: the views

great men of the Enlightenment and folk art have all shaped the image of the town.

of the mountains and the fields or delights prepared at the typical farms in the

Visit includes three museum houses: Prešeren Memorial Museum, Old Town Hall

countryside. The rewarding pampering with organic and gastronomic delights awaits

and Khislstein Castle.

upon returning to the town.

A LS O R E C O M M E N D E D

A LS O R E C O M M E N D E D

Lunch in the oldest town tavern Stari Mayr, visit to Kralj nudelcev craftshop

Little shops on Prešernova Street and a gourmet lunch at the Sonet restaurant.

for presentation of handmade noodles.
8

9

for larger groups

for larger groups
2–7
HOURS

1

KRANJ FOR A DAY
A treat or the climax of your journey around Slovenia
Welcome to Kranj, the capital of the Slovenian Alps. The main town of the
Gorenjska region and its green countryside have not yet been discovered by mass
tourism. Give your guests the chance to have an authentic Slovenian experience
of the Alpine region, so inspiring for many Slovenian nature lovers and artists.

duration

main themes

UP TO A DAY

CULTURE AND NATURE

KRANJ IN YOUR HE ART
Guided tour with all the must-see sights in the town
duration

organized

2 HOURS

ON DEMAND

main themes

price

CULTURE AND TRADITION

4.50 € / PERSON (min 25 people)

Kranj bears the core of Slovenian culture and tradition. In the historic centre that
is closed to traffic, one can feel drawn towards the poet France Prešeren, an author
of today’s national anthem. An artistic and creative atmosphere permeates the little
shops in the town centre as well.
A LS O R E C O M M E N D E D

Coffee and cake in the Brioni café.

2
GREEN NEST O F GORENJSK A
Experiencing the Trboje lake
duration

organized

2 HOURS

ON DEMAND

main themes

price

CULTURE AND TRADITION

ON DEMAND

Ideal trip for larger groups of families, offering picture perfect landscape in the
Slovenian countryside: a lake, church and old farm houses. The Trboje lake or the
green nest of the Gorenjska region, as we like to call it, offers many opportunities for
outdoor activities. It is also a great place to observe rare birds.
A LS O R E C O M M E N D E D

Coffee and a dessert with fresh strawberries in the Trboje Boathouse.

11

for larger groups

for larger groups

3

5

ALPINE FE AST WITH A VIEW

MINIATURE SLOVENIA AT THE BRDO ESTATE

Lunch or dinner for groups in the Bellevue Hotel on the top of Šmarjetna gora

Guided tour of the estate and a walk in the Brdo park

duration

organized

duration

organized

2 HOURS

ON DEMAND

2 HOURS

ON DEMAND

main themes

price

main themes

price

CULTURE AND TRADITION

ON DEMAND

NATURE AND TRADITION

ON DEMAND

From the hilltop Šmarjetna gora (643 m) above Kranj, a wonderful view of all three

In a quiet, tucked away part of the Kranj region, the Brdo estate with its Renaissance

Slovenian mountain ranges opens. When the weather is clear, one can see the Julian

castle has been hosting guests for centuries and also today it is the most important

Alps, the Kamnik-Savinja Alps and the Karavanke, and also glimpse the green

venue for state visits in Slovenia. On this estate, also a home to Lipizzaner horses and

Ljubljana Basin. We recommend lunch or an early dinner at sunset.

Slovenian beehives, several small groups of people can experience unforgettable walk.

A LS O R E C O M M E N D E D

A LS O R E C O M M E N D E D

Photo or a selfie on the hotel terrace with alpine peaks in the background.

Picnic basket and a carriage ride.

4

6

THE STORIES OF KRANJ

PICTURE PERFECT VIEW OF SLOVENIA

Guided tour visiting gems of Kranj's cultural heritage and
the Gallery of Prešeren Prize Laureates for fine arts

Hiking trip including lunch at the Benedik tavern
duration

organized

7 HOURS

ON DEMAND

duration

organized

2 – 7 HOURS

ON DEMAND

main themes

price

main themes

price

CULTURE, ART AND TRADITION

ON DEMAND

CULTURE, ART AND TRADITION

4.50 € / PERSON (min 25 people)

Experience the typical Slovenian Saturday excursion. The easy and well-marked
Kranj has one of the most charming historical centres in Slovenia. The town is

trail leads to the hill of Jamnik with one of the most photogenic Slovenian churches.

characterized by the medieval walls, by centuries-old houses, the Khislstein Castle

It is possible to continue further to picturesque Kropa, the cradle of blacksmithery.

and church towers, belonging to the Gothic church of St. Cantianus. Renowned
architects, such as Plečnik and his student Ravnikar, left their mark on Kranj.

A LS O R E C O M M E N D E D

Walk through the historic town centre and shopping for unique products made by
A LS O R E C O M M E N D E D

Kranj's creative people.

Traditional Slovenian lunch in the Arvaj restaurant.
12

13

for individual guests or groups

for individual guests or groups
2–6
NIGHTS

1

SLOVENIA, A BEAUTY TO REMEMBER
Kranj – excellent starting point to discover Slovenia
Lively cultural events, excellent geographical position, and genuine Alpine tradition
combined with modern creativity are reasons why you can decide to organize tours

TOP 3: FROM KRANJ TO BLED AND LJUBLJANA
duration

itinerary

3 DAYS / 2 NIGHTS

KRANJ - BLED - LJUBLJANA

around Slovenia starting from Kranj. All kinds of accommodation are available.
The capital of the Slovenian Alps is less crowded than the tourist centres nearby.
This is another guarantee that your guests will enjoy the authentic local atmosphere.

Kranj lies half way between Ljubljana, the European Green Capital 2016, and Bled,
the alpine icon with its lake and idyllic island. In Kranj, we recommend a tour of the
historic town centre with well-preserved houses of the bourgeoisie and the medieval

duration

main themes

3 DAYS / 2 NIGHTS
7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS

NATURAL AND CULTURAL HIGHLIGHTS
OF GORENJSKA AND CENTRAL SLOVENIA

city walls, as well as a visit to the fine art Gallery of Prešeren Prize-winners.

BOOKING

Kranj in your Heart (page 11), Architectural Path (page 7) or
Museum Path (page 8).
A LS O R E C O M M E N D E D

Green Holiday by Bike (page 9) or a morning hike to Šmarjetna gora above Kranj

R E C O M M E N D E D AC C O M M O DAT I O N

BOUTIQUE HOTEL ACTUM
The boutique hotel in a 400-year-old house offers a romantic
experience. From the whirlpool in your room, it is just one step
to the open-air living room of the historic town centre.
number of rooms 27

cable TV, safe deposit box and wireless

rooms and equipment

internet connection.

17 single and double high-standard

parking available

rooms with Persian rugs, 10 exclusive

distance from the motorway 4.5 km

rooms with whirlpools. Bathroom,

(exit Kranj zahod).

telephone, mini bar, radio,

nearest bus station 700 m.

15

for individual guests or groups

for individual guests or groups

2

3

TOP 5: FROM KRANJ TO BLED, POSTOJNA AND PIRAN

AROUND KRANJ ON FOOT OR BY BIKE:
THE MOUNTAIN PARADISE

duration

itinerary

duration

itinerary

5 – 7 DAYS /
4 – 6 NIGHTS

KRANJ – BLED – POSTOJNA
CAVE – LIPICA – PIRAN – IDRIJA

3 DAYS /
2 NIGHTS

KRANJ – CYCLING THROUGH GORENJSKA
VILLAGES – CLIMBING STORŽIČ

Kranj is the ideal starting-point for discovering Slovenia. After your guests experience

A recreational cycling tour across the countryside of the Gorenjska region, including

Bled and the typical vanilla slice kremšnita melts in their mouths, you can surprise

tastings of typical delicacies. On the second day a hike to Storžič, the “house

them with the bustling local life during the evening in Kranj, and show them all of

mountain” of Kranj that has to be climbed by every true mountaineer. If Kranj is like

Slovenia. Postojna Cave is the one most visited caves in Europe. Nearby is Lipica

a balcony below the Alps, Storžič is its roof, and this is where the family Štremfelj will

with its noble white Lipizzaner horses. It is not far to the Adriatic Sea and the

take your guests. They once made history as the first couple that stood together on the

charming little town of Piran. A few hills and valleys away is Unesco town of Idrija.

top of Mt. Everest. An excellent counterbalance to these activities will be the relaxed

This holiday can be extended by engaging in sporting activities in Kranjska Gora.

atmosphere of the town and exploration of Tunnels beneath the town centre (page 8).

BOOKING

Kranj in your Heart (page 11), Alpine feast with a panoramic view (page 12), Tunnels
beneath the town centre of Kranj (page 8) or Folklore evening (page 22).
A LS O R E C O M M E N D E D

Green Holiday by Bike (page 9), Slovenia as a microcosm at the Brdo estate
(page 13)
R E C O M M E N D E D AC C O M M O DAT I O N

BOOK A CYCLING TRIP: TOUR AT THE FOOT OF STORŽIČ

duration

season

organized

5,5 HOURS

MAY – OCTOBER

ON DEMAND

main themes

requirements

price

NATURE, RECREATION
AND TRADITION

TREKKING OR MOUNTAIN
BIKE AND EQUIPMENT

54 – 115 € / PERSON
depending on nr. of pax
82 € (2-3), 59 € (4-8)

HOTEL CREINA
The largest hotel in the town has something for every taste, since its
location is excellent, right at the entrance to the historic town centre.

BOOK A HIKE IN THE MOUNTAINS: CLIMBING STORŽIČ
number of rooms

additional services restaurant and

87, two apartment suites and rooms

the Creina café, congress hall for events,

accessible to people with disabilities

gatherings and business meetings

rooms and equipment

parking in front of the hotel

single and double rooms

distance from the motorway 3,8 km

(an extra bed can be added),

(exit Kranj zahod).

bathroom with shower, mini bar, TV

nearest bus station 400 m.

16

duration

season

organized

10 HOURS

MAY – OCTOBER

ON DEMAND

main themes

requirements

price

NATURE, RECREATION
AND TRADITION

YOUR OWN HIKING
EQUIPMENT

59 - 215 € / PERSON
depending on nr. of pax
117 € (2), 85 € (3), 69 € (4)

17

for individual guests or groups

for individual guests or groups

4

5

KRANJ AND GORENJSKA TOUR BY BIKE

WINTER ROMANCE – WEEKEND FOR TWO

itinerary

duration

itinerary

price

KRANJ – GORENJSKA TOUR

3 DAYS / 2 NIGHTS

KRANJ – STARI VRH – KRVAVEC

385 € / PERSON

In five days of cycling, the Gorenjska tour leads you through all the beauties this

Kranj is the capital of the Slovenian Alps, so it is an ideal starting-point for skiing

landscape has to offer, from most charming Alpine towns of Slovenia and local

pleasures. Your guests can enjoy the white slopes of Stari Vrh and Krvavec, both

gastronomic delicacies to breathtaking views and a rich technical heritage. You

not far from Kranj. After couples have experienced night skiing on Stari Vrh and

experience countless green vistas and interesting stories such as those about the

a romantic evening there, they can enjoy Krvavec Ski Resort the next day. For

snaky fir tree, the knights Vogljan and Lambergar, and iron forges. When the bellows

conclusion, there is a guided tour through the Tunnels beneath the historic town

of the Avsenik accordion expand, even our hearts are opened more widely and it is

centre of Kranj.

easier to cycle up and down the hills across the balconies of the Alps. Five days of
enjoyment, five days of biking, 3611 metres in height difference and a distance of 336

BOOKING

kilometres.

Ski package with two overnight stays, ski-pass, dinner at Stari Mayr, guided tour
through the Tunnels beneath the historic town centre of Kranj.

duration

season

organized

5 DAYS

MAY – OCTOBER

ON DEMAND

main themes

requirements

price

CYCLING, NATURE
AND CULTURE

TREKKING OR MOUNTAIN
BIKE AND EQUIPMENT

260 – 1140 € / PERSON
depending on nr. of pax
630 € (2-3), 380 € (4-6)
260 € (7-8), 59 € (9+)

A LS O R E C O M M E N D E D

Dinner or lunch at the Sonet restaurant

EXTRA BOOKING

Overnight stay in Kranj and guided tours of the historic city.

18

19

for individual guests or groups

for individual guests or groups

6
R E C O M M E N D E D AC C O M M O DAT I O N

KRANJ FOR ALPINISTS

B&B NA POLJANI

duration

season

organized

3-5 DAYS / 2-4 NIGHTS

MAY – OCTOBER

ON DEMAND

main themes

requirements

itinerary

NATURE, MOUNTAINEERING
AND CULTURE

YOUR OWN HIKING
EQUIPMENT

KRANJ – JAVORJEV VRH
– STORŽIČ – TRIGLAV

This is a family-owned former farmhouse, full of romantic countryside
atmosphere and hospitality. The lady of the house bakes bread
every morning and her husband likes to play the guitar and tell
stories.
number of rooms 3

special room for gatherings or business

rooms and equipment double and

meetings. The house is surrounded by

triple rooms with traditional handmade

fields and orchards owned by the family

In the heart of the Slovenian Alps, Kranj is the town that offers a good starting-point

wooden furniture, bathroom with shower,

parking available

and shelter for alpinists. Andrej and Marija Štremfelj, legends of Slovenian Alpinism

TV and wireless internet connection

parking in the courtyard

and highly experienced mountain guides, make it possible to taste the most beautiful

breakfast family recipes for seasonal

distance from the motorway 4,5 km

experiences: standing on top of a massive mountain giant and seeing the view above

products

(exit Kranj zahod).

the clouds. For beginners, it would be good to start by hiking to Javorjev vrh (1434m).

additional service camping area; a

Then to Storžič (2132m), which definitely has to be climbed by every mountaineer who
visits Kranj. And then a special treat for mountaineers, Triglav (2864m), Slovenia’s
highest peak. With the Štremfeljs, hikers will learn various mountaineering and

A LS O R E C O M M E N D E D

alpinist skills but, above all, they will experience some unforgettable days, rounded

Slow food experience combining Slovenian tradition and global gastronomy

off by evenings spent in a town that has many cultural events to offer.

trends in the Krištof tavern.

MOUNTAIN HIKE 1:
CLIMBING JAVORJEV VRH BY WALKING PAST HUDIČEV BORŠT
duration
5,5 HOURS

price
32 € - 150 € / PERSON
depending on nr. of pax: 32 € (8), 34 € (7), 38 € (6), 42 € (5), 49 € (4), 60 € (3), 82 € (2)

MOUNTAIN HIKE 2:
CLIMBING STORŽIČ
duration
10 HOURS

price
59 € - 215 € / PERSON
depending on nr. of pax: 59 € (5), 69 € (4), 85 € (3), 117 € (2)

MOUNTAIN HIKE 3:
CLIMBING THE NORTH FACE OF TRIGLAV BY THE SLOVENIAN ROUTE
duration
11 HOURS

price
273 € / PERSON, 171 € / PERSON (for two people)

20

21

alpine music vibes for all

i Tourist Information Center
1 Prešeren's Monument
2 Church of Saint Kancijan
3
Opean Air Theatre / Museum
4 City Wall with Defence Towers
5 Mitničar House
6 Pavšlar House / Prešeren Prize
Winners Gallery
7 Town Hall
8 Layer House
9 Prešeren Theatre
10 Prešeren's House
11 Prešeren Grove
12 Kranj Town Library
13 Secret garden
14 Tunnels under old Kranj
15 The Ossuary

7
TRADITIONAL FOLKLORE EXPERIENCE

No matter if your guests stay in Kranj just for a short time or if they decide to take a
better look at the town and its surroundings, we can make their visit more interesting
by showing them traditional Slovenian folklore dances and delicious specialities.
People say that music and food can bring enthusiasm to open their hearts. We can
promise you that Kranj with its authentic experience of the Gorenjska region will
prove that and the warm feeling will remain in the hearts of your guests.
duration

organized

2 HOURS

ON DEMAND

main themes

price

CUISINE AND TRADITION

ON DEMAND

13
11

SLOVENSKI
TRG / SQUARE

BUS
12

Distance from the motorway 7 km

waterbed, 3 single rooms. Your own

(exit Kranj zahod).

RI

i

6

4

GLAVNI
TRG/
SQUARE

7

telephone, mini bar, radio, cable TV,

VE

ICA

VA U
L

8

bathroom with shower, balcony/terrace,

TAVČARJEVA ULICA

15 double rooms, 2 rooms with a double

10

PREŠ

Parking available

ŠIČE

Rooms and equipment

14

TOM

view of all three Slovenian mountain ranges and the Ljubljana Basin.
Several events all year round

ERN
OVA
UL

ICA

The hotel on top of the hill called Šmarjetna gora, offers a wonderful

5

15

14

2

wireless internet connection

3
4

9

KOKRA
RIVER
GORGE

R

MAISTROV
TRG / SQUARE

HOTEL BELLEVUE

Number of rooms 20

KO
KR

A

R E C O M M E N D E D AC C O M M O DAT I O N

1

RIV
VA
SA
ER

TRUBARJEV
TRG / SQUARE

4

N

VIEW

100 M
22
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everything anyone wants to know about kranj
Kranj as a tourist destination has become increasingly more attractive and recognizable in the
media. Only in the year 2016, we recorded over 500 posts and articles about tourism, cultural
events and other attractions in Kranj. We were happy to follow the media coverage of activities
of the Tourist and Culture Board Kranj (Zavod za turizem in kulturo Kranj).

If you wish to know more about your media image and actively co-create it, contact the
international agency Kliping, which follows classical and digital media on both the local and
global level. Based on media analyses, the agency provides comprehensive IT support and
offers directions, guidance and recommendations for further planning of communication
activities.

Visit www.kliping.si for more information.

kdo ve vse o kranju?

Turistična destinacija Kranj je medijsko vse bolj privlačna in prepoznavna. Samo v letu 2016
smo zabeležili več kot 500 objav o turizmu, kulturnih dogodkih in kranjskih zanimivostih. Z
veseljem smo spremljali tudi medijsko odmevnost aktivnosti Zavoda za turizem in kulturo
Kranj.

Če želite bolje spoznati svojo medijsko sliko in jo aktivneje soustvarjati, se obrnite na
mednarodno agencijo Kliping, ki spremlja klasične in digitalne medije na lokalni ter globalni
ravni. Na podlagi medijskih analiz zagotavljajo celostno informacijsko podporo ter oblikujejo
napotke, usmeritve in priporočila za načrtovanje nadaljnjih komunikacijskih aktivnosti.

Za več informacij obiščite www.kliping.si.
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